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Feb 12, Here's how to convert a Word document into EPUB or MOBI file format. just have learned the basics of a new
tool that you might be able to take Louise Harnby is a fiction copyeditor and proofreader who specializes in helping self-
publishing writers prepare their novels for market. â€‹ . Getting Noticed.

It also heavily used as a storage format due to the ease with which it can be converted into other formats. If
you want to try wkhtmltopdf yourself then installation is straightforward and it is another commandline tool.
Do make sure to style your doc before you create the EPUB. All the dedicated ebook formats offer reflowing
based on the sequence of objects in the content-stream. Something went wrong! Then you can check and be
absolutely sure that your ebook readers will read a beautifully formatted Kindle or epub ebook. Scrivener If
you're an author you've probably heard about Scrivener. When the conversion is complete, click on the new
file format to check that all is well. For example, your chapter headings as H1 and your body text as Normal.
Join BookWorks network of established and emerging self-published authors and gain exclusive insight to
publishing and promoting your book. Only for Mac users If you use Word on an Apple computer, there is a
quick and easy way to convert your manuscript to epub with Apple Pages. Jonathan also helped me out with a
CSS snippet that would create numbering and improved page sizes in my PDF, as my license for Prince came
through overnight I was able to quickly rebuild the PDF to take advantage of that before launching the book.
How Will You Publish Your Once you install Calibre, there are two basic ways you can add your Word file.
The second issue becomes a problem in the next stage, in that if you have a title in your HTML document as
well as in the meta xml file, you get two titles and creating your MOBI will fail. Also for when you need to
tinker with ebooks that have been created or converted elsewhere. Download the KindleGen tool from
Amazon. You can now carefully proofread your new ebook on any device. Did anything in this post cause you
to ask other questions I might answer? Twitter Advertisement More people are reading ebooks than ever
before. It is very simple to use, download the package for your system and install it. Solution: Remove it if
you want to use the quick-conversion process outlined below. If you discover formatting errors in your new
ebook files, this usually means that there are issues with your Word document. I had read the article on How
to write a book by Jonathan Snook on how he was using the commercial, and rather expensive, Prince
software to generate his book. Pressbooks Pressbooks is a WordPress-based book publishing tool I use a lot. I
use Gumroad as the payment gateway and digital delivery system for direct sales. If you have followed me for
any time at all you know by now that I love Pressbooks. Authors love D2D for its ease-of-use, customer
service, and distribution to the major eBook stores. Yes, there are that many formats! Scrivener - Robust,
end-to-end solution for composing and organizing your writing projects and exporting to eBook formats to
share or for distribution. Read this before getting in touch. Is this the right level of detail? After you've
uploaded your ebook to a third-party platform, check it again! It's very effective for simple books like novels
as long as you have formatted your Word doc correctly using Styles. Calibre handles eBook conversion, book
and editing, eBook library management, syncing, and more. Level 1 headings will become chapters.


